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An increase in portfolio trading activity 
in China is no coincidence. Since 

the start (or restart – modern leasing 
onshore in China started in 1979 and 
was subsequently closed) of the aircraft 
leasing industry about 10 years ago (2007 
law allowed for the establishment of 
bank-owned leasing companies), the first 
generation of leases is about to come due.

From almost a clean slate, domestic 
Chinese lessors have increased their 
portfolios to more than 2,000 aircraft, 
and six firms are now in the top 20 global 
lessors with an orderbook of more than 
1,000 aircraft.  

In the initial years, Chinese investors 
and lessors were focused on growth. 
Optimising size and market share, rather 
than profitability, was the motto of the 
new entrants in global aircraft leasing. 
Mostly, this consisted of buying assets and 
portfolios with existing leases attached 
and conducting sale and leaseback 
transactions with airlines, which developed 
into speculative new aircraft orders. 

More recently, as their aircraft orderbooks 
have started to deliver, lessors have focused 
on new aircraft placement for their primary 
growth goals instead of acquiring third-party 
assets. The main reasons for this strategy 
shift are decreasing yields and increased 
aircraft pricing. This has not dented 
appetite for onshore sale and leasebacks 
but there has been some retreat in activity 
for offshore transactions. Newer entrants 
are still attracted to sale and leasebacks 
because they would not have the benefit of 
new orders for some years. There is some 
reluctance for widebody aircraft given the 
volatility in values and greater difficulty in 
transitions.

There are many headwinds that are now 
affecting the industry, including the trade 
war, global uncertainty and the general 
economic slowdown both in China and 
elsewhere.  

There have been more than 20 Chinese 
companies which have failed to meet 
international bond or loan repayments. 
Even though this represents a very small 
segment of overall lending, it has spooked 
investors in the Chinese capital markets. 
These have caused increases in funding 

costs along with increased interest rates, 
but lately, there is further talk of US Federal 
Reserve interest rate cuts to mitigate this. 

There have also been domestic policy 
reforms such as the recent bank rate 
reform of the loan prime rate, which has 
steered funding costs lower for firms with 
market-based adjustments along with 
others such as increased SME (small and 
medium-sized enterprises) borrowing 
reforms. 

The industry is entering a period where 
Chinese lessors are working on more 
active management planning of their 
existing portfolios. This involves more in-
depth credit, risk and market analysis and 
the need to sell and trade aircraft.

There are numerous portfolios for sale. 
Airfinance Journal has reported on CMIG’s 
proposed sale of its 23-aircraft portfolio 
to Castlelake. In addition, about 40 ICBC 
Aviation aircraft and Bocomm Leasing’s 
portfolio of about 20 aircraft are on the 
market. These are about 10% of their 
respective portfolios based on Airfinance 
Journal’s Fleet Tracker data. 

Increased trading volumes could be the 
norm in the future. Many of these aircraft 
are traditional Irish structures but also some 
are onshore structure entities such as in 
Tianjin Dongjiang’s free-trade zone (FTZ) to 
take advantage of the tax breaks for local 
lessees. There are other aircraft available 
for sale but not to this scale.  

Up until now, there has not been much 
activity in terms of selling and transitioning 
of assets. The Chinese market is entering 
a new chapter with the players fully aware 
of the risks and rewards and disciplined 
approach going forward.

The Tianjin Dongjiang FTZ government 
has put emphasis here on this issue of 
increased secondary trading as the latest 
iteration of its industry conference, saw the 
supported launch of the first aviation asset 
management platform, DFTP Aircraft Asset 
Management, as well as the first valuation 
advisory firm in China – China Aviation 
Valuation Advisors – specifically to address 
and support the upcoming remarketing and 
trading needs.  

In addition to trading, more emphasis 
on new aircraft placement overseas has 

continued, especially as the Chinese 
domestic traffic market has weakened. 
There are now cases of airlines, more 
private ones, trying to optimise their fleet 
planning by trading their owned aircraft. 

While the traditional big three airline 
groups will take the majority of the aircraft 
locally, this means that more and more 
portions of the lessors’ orderbooks need 
to look abroad for homes than they 
previously did. 

With more pressures, there are darker 
clouds – with the increased number of 
airline bankruptcies especially in Europe 
such as Thomas Cook Airlines. Carriers 
will have pressures from increased costs 
such as increasing oil uncertainty. These 
questions will continue to emphasise a 
premium for enhanced lessee selection 
and portfolio risk standards. 

Airline bankruptcies are a normal part of 
the leasing business but having a sound 
technical and transition base is wise for a 
longer brighter outcome.  

*All opinions expressed are the author’s 
own. The author is an investor turned 
full-time finance professor at New York 
University Shanghai, where he teaches and 
focuses on cross-border investing, financing 
and real assets. He is also chairman of China 
Aviation Valuation Advisors. His research 
website is www.davidyuda.com and he can 
be reached at david.yu@nyu.edu. 
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